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Abstract

The neutral density and particle confinement time in the ELMO Bumpy Torus-Scale
Experiment (EBT-S) have been determined by two different techniques. These involve a
spectroscopic measurement of molecular and atomic hydrogen emissions and a time-decay
measurement of a fast-ion population using a diagnostic neutral beam. The results from
both diagnostics exhibit identical trends for either estimate, although the absolute values
differ by a factor of 2 to 3. The observed variations with fill gas pressure and microwave
power from either technique are consistent with measurements of electron density and temperature. In this paper, the measurement techniques are discussed, and the results are compared in the context of consistency with independently observed plasma behavior.

v

1.

Introduction
Particle confinement times are estimated for the EBT plasma by measurements from

two different techniques: spectroscopy of atomic and molecular hydrogen emissions, and
time decay by charge exchange of an injected fast-ion population. The two techniques provide estimates of EBT particle lifetime r p that have the same systematics with external
changes (microwave power and fill gas pressure), but that have magnitudes that differ by
a factor of between 2 and 3. In addition, the variations of the particle lifetime and neutral
density with fill gas pressure and microwave power are consistent with observed variations
of electron density and electron temperature.
Section 2 presents a model which relates the measurable quantities to r p . Section 3
describes the diagnostic techniques. Section 4 presents the results, and section S discusses
the results.

2. The Model
The particle confinement time is derived from the particle balance relation,

dne
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where ne is the electron density, tij is the neutral density for atomic and molecular hydrogen, (<rv); is the ionization rate parameter for the corresponding neutral species, and r p is
the particle lifetime. Recombination has been neglected because the electron temperature
is sufficiently high. Ionization of impurities is not included as an electron source because of
their very low densities (Lazar et al. 1979). For a steady-state plasma, equation (1)
reduces to
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allowing the determination of the particle lifetime by a measurement of the neutral density. Equation (2) is a local relation and yields a r p estimate dependent on the spatial
localization of the diagnostic measuring the neutral density. The spatial averaging of the
individual diagnostic is presented in section 3, and its influence on results is discussed in
section 5.

3. The Measurement Techniques
3.1

Spectroscopy

The spectroscopic determination of the neutral density is made with an absolute measurement of photon emissions from the plasma. Since electron collisions on the background
neutrals produce photon fluxes proportional to the neutral density, a measurement of this
flux along with measurements of the electron density and electron temperature can be
combined to estimate the neutral density. In the EBT, the neutral population is composed
of both atomic and molecular hydrogen. These car be measured separately because they
have different characteristic photon emission spectra.
The H„ (656-nm) line intensity was measured to determine the atomic hydrogen density. The column brightness, B, of this line can be approximated for a monochromator
viewing an optically thin plasma in a narrow pencil beam along a minor diameter as

B = J - Jo" SRnH(r)nc(r)

dr

(3)

in units of photons per unit time per unit area per unit solid angle. S is the local electron
impact excitation rate coefficient, R is a branching ratio yield for the H a line, «H is the
local atomic hydrogen density, and ne is tiie local electron density. S is a function of both
the electron density and the electron temperature. The values for S were taken from Johnson and Hinnov (1973) using the electron temperature measurements from Thomson
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scattering, and the electron density was taken to be 1 X 1012 cm" 3 ; in this density range,
the excitation rate coefficient is only weakly sensitive to large changes in the electron density. Since the electron temperature is known to be fairly uniform in radius in the core
plasma, S will be a constant, and equation (3) can be rewritten to represent a lineaveraged atomic neutral hydrogen density, /f H , as

(4)

The measurement of the atomic neutral density then becomes a - leasurement of the
absolute brightness of the H a line and the line integral of the electron density, the latter
coming from a microwave interferometer.
The brightness of the H 0 emission was measured using the optical system shown in
figure 1. The photomultiplier, rnonochromator, window, and mirror were absolutely calibrated as a unit against a standard tungsten lamp. This allowed a conversion of the measured current from the photomultiplier to a brightness from the plasma. With the narrow
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the optical system used in measuring
both atomic and molecular emissions.
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field of view, the sampling area for viewing the plasma remained nearly constant with a
2.5-cm diameter. The spectral width of the monochromator was f t at 1 nm in order to
cover the complete H a line, which had a line width of less than one-tenth of this.
The molecular hydrogen density was determined in a manner similar to that used in
measuring the atomic hydrogen. The measurements were made with the same optical system shown in figure 1 with the monochromator tuned to the molecular emission at 490
nm. With the 1-nm resolution used for these measurements, the spectral emission appeared
as a continuum; at higher resolution, the individual molecular lines could be found (Gale,
Monk, and Lee 1928). The cross section for this emission was taken from Karolis and
Harting (1978), and the electron temperature dependence of the rate coefficient was
assumed to follow that of the H a line, since the threshold for excitation for both cross sections is nearly the same and less than the electron temperature under consideration. Using
this new excitation rate in the same relation as equation (4) gives the line-averaged molecular density. The sum of the atomic and molecular densities gives the total line-averaged
neutral density.

3.2

Fast-ion decay

In low-density plasmas (« —• 1012 cm - 3 ), a major ion energy loss process exists from
charge exchange on a relatively high background neutral density (/»o ~ 1010 cm - 3 ). This
loss mechanism can be exploited for diagnostic purposes by creating a fast-ion population
through neutral beam injection, turning off the source of fast ions, and observing the time
decay of the fast species with an energy-sensitive detector. If charge exchange is the dominant loss mechanism, the neutral density can be estimated from the decay time TQ and the
charge-exchange rate coefficient (<rv)cx,

«O =

(TD^CX)

1

5
From equation (2), Tp is obtained as

In EBT, the injection is done with a 20-keV, hydrogen diagnostic neutral beam,
injecting normal to the B field in a cavity midplane as shown in figure 2. The source produces 20-, 10-, and 6.7-keV neutrals simultaneously. Fast ions are formed all along the
neutral beam path through the plasma. In EBT, the electron line density is low (neC —
10 n c m - 2 ) so that beam attenuation is a few percent, at most. At formation, the fast ions
are trapped and move poloidally in the cavity midplane by cyclotron and VB drifts, filling
a disk-like volume centered approximately on the toroidal axis. The Larmor and poloidal
orbit periods for 10- and 20-keV ions are much shorter than any observed decay time by at
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the fast-ion-decay method of
determining the neutral density.
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least a factor of 10 so that, azimuthally at any radius, the fast-ion density is uniform. The
detector, either a small-aperture (0/4*- — 10 - 7 ), conventional, nitrogen-stripping-cell,
electrostatic, charge-exchange energy analyzer (CEX) or a large-aperture ( 0 / 4 * ~ 10 - 3 ),
secondary emission detector (SED), looks along a diameter of the fast-ion disk. A simple
model of the radial, fast-ion density profile indicates and measurements verify, as shown in
figure 3, that the density of fast ions in the disk varies approximately as 1/r, where r is the
radial distc.~tce from the magnetic axis. Consequently, the measurements of r p or hq are
naturally weighted toward the center of the core plasma rather than uniformly weighted
over the entire plasma out to the wall.
The CEX detector is sensitive to particles in the range from about 50 eV to about
22 keV and has a 5% energy resolution. The SED has a 100-nm aluminum foil filter to
prevent ultraviolet light from striking the cathode and creating a large background signal;
the system is sensitive to all particles with energies greater than about 10 keV. Since the
plasma ions have a very low average velocity (the plasma ions are cold, Tx — 10 eV) compared with the beam velocity, the reaction rate is simply the product of the cross section
(at the beam energy) and the beam velocity. The charge-exchange reaction rate ov for
atomic and molecular neutrals is approximately the same for 10-keV and 20-keV particles,
as shown below.

Energy (keV)

Molecular (cm3 s - 1 )

Atomic (cm 3 s _ I )

10
20

1.18 X 10" 7
1.17 X 10~7

1.15 X 10~ 7
1.16 X 1 0 - 7

The uncertainty is approximately ±25%, with most of the uncertainty coming from the
cross section (±20%). Within this error bar, this diagnostic is sensitive to the total neutral
density rather than to atomic or molecular neutral density. For this work, the reaction rate
used with the fast-ion-decay method is

0V = 1.2 X 10" 7 c m - 3 s _ 1 ± 25% .

7
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Fig. 3. Solid line: calculated radial profile of
the fast-ion density; squares: measured radial profile
of the fast-ion density; circles: calculated size of a
20-keV Larmor orbit as a function of radius (hydrogen beam).
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4.

Results
The data were taken in EBT-S using 28-GHz microwave power (electron cyclotron

heating, ECH) at power levels of 50, 100, and 150 kW steady state. The experiment was
done at fill gas pressures that placed the operating regime into deep C-mode down through
the T-M transition (Colchin et al. 1983). A plot of electron temperature from Thomson
scattering (Cobble 1985) over this pressure range using 100 kW of ECH is shown in figure 4. Figure 5 shows the estimates of particle lifetime from both diagnostics for the ECH
powers as a function of absolute fill gas pressure. Spectroscopic data were taken during a
continuous pressure scan; the fast-particle-decay data were taken at discrete pressure
points. Figure 6 shows the estimates of total neutral density (atomic and molecular hydrogen) for the conditions given in figure 5.
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Fig. 4. The variation of the electron temperature with
fill gas pressure at 100 kW of electron cyclotron heating
(ECH) power. These data were obtained by Thomson
scattering (Cobble 1985).
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5.

Discussion
A comparison of estimates of r p or no by the two techniques requires several levels of

checks. The most obvious checks are made by comparing the absolute values and by an
understanding of the error bars. Equally important checks are the trends of the estimates
as plasma conditions are changed and the consistency of the estimates with other plasma
measurements.
It is clear from figures 5 and 6 that the large-scale and fine-scale systematics agree
very well. For example, the estimates of particle confinement time for both diagnostics
exhibit a strong dependence on fill gas pressure but only a weak dependence on ECH
power. This provides confidence that the same parameter in each technique is being followed.
The different absolute values cannot be accounted for in the errors; they do not overlap. The uncertainties for both techniques come primarily from the rate coefficients and
profile effects. The fast-ion decay is sensitive primarily to neutrals in the core plasma,
although there is Larmor radius averaging over several centimeters as indicated by the size
of the circles shown in figure 3. However, a model calculation ol' the line-integrated decay
i

measurement that includes assumed profiles of atomic and molecular neutrals, ions, and
electrons indicates that contributions from the surface, where neutral densities are higher
than they are in the core, have only a 10% effect, not factors of 2.
The known random uncertainties in the decay method estimate of r p are in the
charge-exchange rate coefficients (±25%) and the ionization coefficient ( ± 5 % to ±40%),
depending upon plasma parameters. A possible systematic error could be small-angle collisions that move fast ions out of the field of view, making the decay time appear smaller.
However, using classical collisional processes in a Fokker-Planck model with EBT-S
parameters obtained in the experiment failed to find systematic effects larger than 10% for
the CEX (small field-of-view detector) and failed to find any effect for the SED (large
field-of-view detector). Arbitrarily large values of the small-angle collision parameter
(three orders of magnitude above that indicated by EBT-S experimental values) produce a
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systematic error of 30% for the SED. This would mean a 40% longer decay time. The
error bars of the fast-ion-decay method still would not overlap with those of the
spectroscopic method.
A critical element of the fast-ion decay is adiabatic orbit behavior of the energetic
ions. Calculations that follow orbit trajectories have found that adiabaticity problems
occurred for ions with pitch angles an order of magnitude outside the field of view of the
SED. A useful experimental check of the entire system, including the effect of adiabaticity, can be made by predicting the molecular hydrogen gas density «H2 in a no-plasma
experiment and by comparing the prediction with that provided by an absolutely calibrated
ion gage. This test is done with magnetic fields on, without ECH, and by varying the magnitude of the gas fill pressure. As shown in figure 7, the close one-to-one correspondence
demonstrates the efficacy of the fast-ion-decay technique.
Errors entering into the spectroscopic determination of neutral density and confinement time included uncertainties in the electron density, the excitation and ionization cross
sections, the optical systems efficiency calibration, the viewing solid angle, and the slit
area. Of these, the uncertainties in the cross sections were the largest, ± 20%.
The line-averaged molecular hydrogen density formed approximately one-third of the
total neutral density, and this fraction remained constant over the conditions studied in this
experiment. A spatial examination of the molecular hydrogen volume emission rate showed
flat profiles for the low-power case (50 kW) and slightly hollow profiles at high powers
(150 kW), with about one e-fold from the outside to the center, at most. The spatial profile for atomic hydrogen had a volume emission rate that peaked in the center under all
conditions. This would be expected for the low density (1012 c m - 3 ) and small-scale length
(10 cm) of this plasma.
The observed variations of r p with fill gas pressure and microwave power can be
expected from the electron density and temperature in EBT-S.

For /i^R = 1-3 X 1013

c m ' 2 (obtained at high ECH power in T-mode), the molecular neutrals are strongly
attenuated, but the atomic Franck-Condon neutrals are only weakly attenuated. Under
these conditions, the center is fueled by ionization of atomic hydrogen, and the surface is
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Fig. 7. Results of an experimental check of the fast-iondecay technique based on a comparison of predictions of molecular hydrogen gas density
) by the fast-ion-decay technique
and by an absolutely calibrated ion gage. This test used the
standard EBT-S magnetic field (0.72S T at the cavity midplane
on axis), no ECH (no plasma), and various fill pressures as
monitored by the calibrated ion gage co-located with the fastion-decay diagnostic. The close one-to-one correspondence
between the two methods demonstrates the efficacy of the technique.

fueled by both atomic and molecular hydrogen. The core neutral density will vary roughly
with the fill gas pressure as seen in figure 6, and the core particle confinement time will
vary as the inverse of the fill gas pressure as seen in figure 5. At very high fill gas pressures or low ECH power in C-mode, the electron temperature decreases to where the ionization rate of the neutrals is reduced, and the particle confinement time can increase with
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increasing fill gas pressure as seen in figure 5, in particular. Both the center and the surface are fueled principally by atomic hydrogen under these conditions. Since the two diagnostic techniques do not have the same spatial averaging, this will lead to a systematic
divergence of the calculated confinement or neutral density because of the spatial changes
in the molecular hydrogen profile. However, since the average molecular hydrogen density
remains less than the atomic, the difference between high power and low power will be
only around 10% and therefore unmeasurable with these techniques.
The variation of the particle confinement time with microwave power can be understood by the dependence of the electron density on microwave power. In EBT, the electron
density increases slowly with ECH power, and, since the neutrals are only slightly more
attenuated with the slightly higher electron density, the particle confinement time can be
expected to show only a weak increase with increasing power.

6.

Conclusion
The techniques discussed herein provide estimates that have the same systematics and

that provide consistent external checks. The fast-ion-decay method is more direct and
simpler than the spectroscopic method. For the determination of the neutral density, only
one measurement is required. A third technique, laser fluorescence, may be able to provide
another check to determine the absolute magnitude with smaller error bars.

7.
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